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Visualization and (G)UI Parallel Sessions
Session 1: Monday: 15:30-16:45
10 - /vis/viewer/set/background for selection of background color – John
10 - Adding window location to view parameters - John
10 - Non-uniform scaling - John
10 - <sstream> - Koichi
15 - Boolean Operations still problems for some users + need for a boolean “cut” rather than 
“section” - John
15 - Enhanced Trajectory drawing - Joseph
10 - Generic cuts on attributes (make Trajectories/Hits invisible and/or culled based on physics 
atts) – Joseph

Session 2: Tuesday: 14:00-15:15
15 - Web services of Geant4 - Hajime
05 - DAWN web service - Joseph
05 - Integrated visualization of field-lines (electric and magnetic) - Joseph
10 - Simplified switching among multiple visualization drivers at event-level - Joseph
10 - Visualization for new Scorers - Joseph
05 - Issues around static objects CLHEP Transform3D::Identity and G4VisAttributes::Invisible 
when using DLLs on Windows - Guy
15 - Python interfaces - Koichi
05 - Some Future Considerations for Python Interface - Hajime
05 - Visualization for Parallel Worlds - Tsukasa
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/vis/viewer/set/background for selection of background color

•Background
–/vis/viewer/set/background green
/vis/viewer/set/background 1 .5 .5
/vis/viewer/refresh (if not auto-refresh)
Implemented in SetView() of OpenGL, RayTracer[X]
Add 4th parameter (opacity)?

John Allison introduced the topic

•All thought this was OK
•OpenInventor also has it
•Color Map generally useful (in graphics reps, could use its methods in 
detector construction for example).
•Color Map could also include wavelengths?
•Opacity as 4th param, OK
•Eventually have in HepRep too
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Adding window location to view parameters

•Window location
/vis/open OGLIX 600+100+100
/vis/viewer/create 800-0+0
Implemented in OGL*X, RayTracerX; needed in OGL*Xm, Win32, OI…

John Allison introduced the topic

•All thought this was OK
•Note that /vis/open above is compound command that includes /vis/viewer/create.  
That is, the two commands above are two different options
•Eventually have in HepRep too
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Non-uniform scaling

•Non-uniform scaling
/vis/viewer/scale .1 .1 1
/vis/viewer/scaleTo .1 .1 1
Implemented in OpenGL; needed elsewhere

John Allison introduced the topic

•SceneHandler’s job
•Objects will appear distorted, for example, sphere will become ellipsoid
•Example use case is drawing of accelerator
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�� <<strstreamstrstream> header is now obsolete. We should shift from <> header is now obsolete. We should shift from <strstreamstrstream> to <> to <sstreamsstream>.>.
�� Shift from Shift from ostrstream ostrstream / / istrsteamistrsteam to to ostringstream ostringstream / / istringstreamistringstream
�� Currently, warning message is suppressed by Currently, warning message is suppressed by globals/management/include/G4Types.hhglobals/management/include/G4Types.hh

�� There are many files affected over categories (There are many files affected over categories (see the next slidesee the next slide).).
�� The migration is expected to be done by each category.The migration is expected to be done by each category.

String StreamString Stream
Shift to Shift to ““sstreamsstream””

#include < strstream>

char strg[100];
std::ostrstream os(strg,100);
os << “hoge hoge” << '\0';
G4String astr= strg;

char* astring= “1 2 3”;
std::istrstream is(astring);
is >> vx >> vy >> vz;

#include < sstream>

std::ostringstream os;
os << “hoge hoge”;
G4String astr= os.str();

char* astring= “1 2 3”;
std::istringstream is(astring);
is >> vx >> vy >> vz;

obsoleteobsolete newnew

From Koichi on <From Koichi on <sstreamsstream>>
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Rough Estimation of ImpactRough Estimation of Impact

33TrackingTracking

donedone3232IntercomsIntercoms

11ParameterisationsParameterisations

22Process/transportationProcess/transportation

1111Process/electromagneticProcess/electromagnetic

2222Process/Process/hadronichadronic

44Process/managementProcess/management

still remain unnecessary #include <still remain unnecessary #include <strstreamstrstream>>--ss00Process/cutProcess/cut

3939VisualizationVisualization

donedone--GlobalGlobal

22G3tog4G3tog4

88GeometryGeometry

11Graphics_repGraphics_rep

11EventEvent

22Particle/managementParticle/management

33PersistencyPersistency

donedone5 5 InterfacesInterfaces

44RunRun

notesnotes# of affected codes# of affected codesCategoryCategory

In addition, there still remains unnecessary <strstream> inclusions.

From Koichi on <From Koichi on <sstreamsstream>>
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How to shift in practice?How to shift in practice?

1.1. Grep Grep ““strstreamstrstream”” in your whole codes.in your whole codes.
�� > > grep grep ––r r strstream strstream ..

2.2. Brush up your codesBrush up your codes……
�� Check if your Check if your ““ #include <#include < strstreamstrstream >>”” statements in .cc/.statements in .cc/.hh hh files are really files are really 

necessary.necessary.
�� unnecessary inclusion? (never used, but included!)unnecessary inclusion? (never used, but included!)
�� Inclusion in header files should be moved into .cc files in mostInclusion in header files should be moved into .cc files in most cases.cases.

3.3. Special Notes for implementations of Special Notes for implementations of G4XXXMessengerG4XXXMessenger
�� G4UImessenger.hhG4UImessenger.hh will NOT include <will NOT include <strstreamstrstream>(<>(<sstreamsstream>), so that >), so that the inclusion the inclusion 

is placed directly in your .cc files is placed directly in your .cc files if neededif needed..

4.4. #include <#include <strstreamstrstream> is replaced with #include <> is replaced with #include <sstreamsstream>.>.

5.5. ostrstream ostrstream / / istrstreamistrstream are shifted to are shifted to ostringstream ostringstream / / istringstreamistringstream..

From Koichi on <From Koichi on <sstreamsstream>>
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<sstream>

•Interfaces, Intercoms, Global, done by Koichi already
•Koichi has given us specific recipe for how to fix the code.
•Koichi has tested on Linux.  Tests OK.
•Guy has tested on Windows.  Tests OK.
•graphics_reps: 1 file to fix - Turns out John Allison has already done it
•vis: 39 files to fix - Turns out John Allison has already done it (thanks John!)
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Boolean Operations
John Allison introduced the topic

•Trouble if two surfaces are shared between operand and operator or nearly share 
surface or if have a whole hierarchy of boolean operations.
•Existing code is by Evgueni and requires deep expert knowledge.
•Evgueni is no longer supported for Geant4, and the problems to be solved are 
non-trivial, so he can’t work on them as a brief, spare-time project, as he has 
helped us on other minor issues.
•John Allison and Evgueni have prepared a detailed proposal, a major re-
implementation.  Among the ideas, if two surfaces are very close, within a declared 
tolerance, declare them to be the same surface.
•Proposal includes not only fixing bugs, but implementing some geometries that 
are currently simply not supported.  Will also provide new boolean operation of 
great use to visualization, the “cutaway”.
•Among the users who have been affected by existing problems with boolean 
operations are LHCb.
•Vis-GIU group endorse the proposal.  Question is how to fund the work.
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Boolean Operations
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Boolean Operations

•Proposal also includes two 
useful appendices

Complete document reproduced 
at end of this presentation
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Enhanced Trajectories
Joseph introduced the topic

•Already discussed during Visualization Summary talk
•OK with Vis group to proceed
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Generic Cuts on Attributes
Joseph introduced the topic

� Develop a scheme to make trajectories or hits invisible and/or culled based on 
physics attributes

� Use the G4AttValues that are already set for trajectories or hits (at least in some of 
the existing examples such as A01 and RE01).

� Enhanced trajectories will be able to have color, line width, etc. changed based on 
some attributes

� The additional requirement is to make something invisible based on some attribute

� Invisible is not the same as setting a color
� Objects that are set invisible may later be made visible by some interactive graphics 

systems (such as HepRep)
� At that point, they still need a color

� What about culling?
� In geometry, we find some cases where we want invisible objects culled, other cases where 

we do not want these culled
� Same could apply to trajectories

� Future Work Item
� Guy pointed out that this may benefit from a “filter” design
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Web Services of Geant4
Hajime introduced the topic

� See Hajime’s other talk today on this topic
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DAWN Web Service
Joseph introduced the topic

� Accept that some users are not going to have DAWN on their own machine

� So one could set up a web based service.
� You fill out a form to tell it where to find your .prim file
� You fill out some other parameters that are the equivalent to running the DAWN 

setup GUI on your local machine

� You tell it your email address
� You then hit the submit button and walk away
� Some time later, you get an email that tells you where to pick up your completed 

eps file

� Could also have options to process the file through DAWNCUT or DAVID.
� Could even generate more views that you had asked for after the first one 

(if it had spare CPU capacity)

� Well defined-project in need of an enthusiastic web-services developer
� Volunteers?
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Integrated visualization of field-lines (electric and magnetic)

Joseph introduced the topic

� Demonstration work was done by Laurent Desorgher
� More general implementation requires separation of

kernel and vis driver parts
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Simplified switching among multiple vis drivers at event-level
Joseph introduced the topic

� Current solution is for user to explicitly save and reuse random
seed

� Would be better to somehow automate this process
� Watch out for case of accumulating multiple events or multiple runs
� Will need to transfer scene information from one scene handler to 

another
� Transfer already works for some of the drivers, not for others
� It is a problem of “replaying” the view parameters
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Visualization for new Scorers
Joseph introduced the topic

� Useful new classes from Tsukasa and colleagues
� Vis Group should provide solutions to easily show these hits
� What is to be visualized is a surface

� plane, surface of sphere, etc., not a 3D field

� For each hit on this surface, just need to represent a single scaler
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Issues around static objects
Guy introduced the topic

� static objects cause problems for DLLs on Windows
� CLHEP Transform3D::Identity
� G4VisAttributes::Invisible

� John Allison will handle Invisible
� replacing the static with getInvisible()

� Guy or John will handle Transform3D::Identity
� Cannot change this in CLHEP itself, but can just instead use the

default constructor of Transform3D
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Python Interfaces

See Koichi’s talk from this morning’s Plenary

Geometry-A

ParticleGun

ExN03Geometry

MedicalBeam

ParticleBeam

PhysicsList-EMstd

PhysicsList-A

PhysicsList-EmLowE

ExN02Geometry Analysis-A

Analysis-B

Analysis-C

User Application

geometry modules
PGA modules

PL modules

Analysis
modules

import

import

import

import

Analysis (ROOT)
GUI (Qt)
Web Application

Python Bus
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Some Future Considerations for Python Interfaces

� Geant4Py gives possibility to touch not only visualization and 
interfaces, but to touch some part of Geant4 kernel

� A next step might be to expose all of the Vis objects to Python
� A later step might entirely separate vis from intercoms, making all 

vis communication go through python

Hajime introduced the topic
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Visualization for Parallel Geometries

� Just something we must keep in mind as we move forward with the 
work on parallel geometries

� Vis group will keep an eye on this
� Relationship to new scoring classes

Tsukasa introduced the topic
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Appendix: Complete Text of Boolean Operations Proposal
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Appendix: Complete Text of Boolean Operations Proposal
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Appendix: Complete Text of Boolean Operations Proposal
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Appendix: Complete Text of Boolean Operations Proposal


